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ABSTRACT
Dual-energy (DE) X-ray computed tomography (CT) has shown promise for material characterization and for providing
quantitatively accurate CT values in a variety of applications. However, DE-CT has not been used routinely in medicine to
date, primarily due to dose considerations. Most methods for DE-CT have used the filtered backprojection method for im-
age reconstruction, leading to suboptimal noise/dose properties. This paper describes a statistical (maximum-likelihood)
method for dual-energy X-ray CT that accommodates a wide variety of potential system configurations and measurement
noise models. Regularized methods (such as penalized-likelihood or Bayesian estimation) are straightforward exten-
sions. One version of the algorithm monotonically decreases the negative log-likelihood cost function each iteration. An
ordered-subsets variation of the algorithm provides a fast and practical version.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Tomographic images of the spatial distribution of attenuation coefficients in the human body are valuable for medical
diagnosis. Most hospitals have CT scanners for producing such images. Attenuation images are also useful in a variety
of scientific studies, and in industry for nondestructive evaluation and for security purposes like baggage inspection. CT
scanners are also being integrated into SPECT and PET scanners to provide accurate attenuation correction for emission
image reconstruction and for precise anatomical localization of the functional features seen in the emission images.

The attenuation coefficients of all materials depend on theenergyof the incident photons. In clinical X-ray CT imag-
ing, the source of the X-ray photons, bremsstrahlung radiation, has an inherently broad energy spectrum. Each photon
energy is attenuated differently by the object (body). When such transmission measurements are processed by con-
ventional image reconstruction methods, this energy-dependent effect causes beam-hardening artifacts and compromises
quantitative accuracy. To avoid these difficulties, one could employ a radioisotope source with a monoenergetic spectrum,
but the practical intensity is usually much lower leading to lower SNR. Higher intensities are obtained from monoener-
getic synchrotron sources, which are expensive currently [1]. Many gamma-emitting radioisotopes also emit photons at
several photon energies, and the methods described in this paper are also useful for systems that use gamma sources with
multiple energies, such as some SPECT transmission scans [2].

We have previously developed a statistical method for reconstructing images from asinglemeasured X-ray CT sino-
gram [3]. To our knowledge, that method was the first statistical approach to include a complete polyenergetic source
spectrum model in a penalized-likelihood framework with a monotonically converging iterative algorithm. De Manet
al. also proposed a solution to that problem based on a somewhat different object model and an algorithm that may not
be monotonically converging [4]. When only a single sinogram (for a given polyenergetic source spectrum) is available,
usually one must make some fairly strong assumptions about the object’s attenuation properties to perform reconstruc-
tion. For example, one may segment the object into soft tissue and bone voxels [3, 5–8] or mixtures thereof [9]. Using
multiple measurements with “energy diversity,”i.e., a set of two or more energy spectra, one can avoid this segmentation,
eliminating one potential source of errors.

The energy dependence of attenuation coefficients is an inconvenience in conventional X-ray CT. Viewed from a
broader perspective however, this dependence can be considered anassetin that it allows for the possibility of material
characterizationfrom transmission tomographic measurements. Early work by Alvarez and Macovski [10–13] showed
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how to approximate the energy dependence of attenuation coefficients in terms of a Compton scattering component and a
photoelectric absorption component (or, roughly equivalently, electron density and atomic number [14]) and how to sepa-
rate these two components in the projection domain prior to tomographic reconstruction. The separate component images
could then be combined to synthesize a displayed CT image at any energy of interest [15]. Later enhancements included
noise suppression [16], considerations in basis material choices [17–22], energy optimization [23], beam-hardening as-
sessment and correction [24,25], algorithm acceleration [26,27], scatter correction [28], and evaluation of precision [29].

Numerous potential applications of dual-energy imaging have been explored, including rock characterization for petro-
chemical industrial applications [30, 31], soil sample analysis in agriculture [32], bone mineral density measurements
[33–39], bone marrow composition [40], adipose tissue volume determinations [41], liver iron concentrations [42, 43],
explosives detection [44], detection of contrast agents in spinal canal [45], nondestructive evaluation [46], body composi-
tion [47], carotid artery plaques [1], and radioactive waste drums [48]. Accurate correction of Compton scatter in X-ray
CT may also benefit from dual-energy information.

More recently, there has been considerable interest in using X-ray CT images to correct for attenuation in SPECT
[49, 50] and PET image reconstruction [51]. In these contexts, one must scale the attenuation values in the X-ray CT
images from the X-ray photon energies to the energies of the gamma photons used in SPECT and PET imaging. Kinahan
et al. have noted that accurate scaling from X-ray to PET energies may require dual-energy X-ray CT scans [51]. This is
particularly challenging in the “arms down” mode of PET scanning. If the primary purpose of the dual-energy X-ray CT
scan is PET attenuation correction (rather than diagnosis), then one would like to use low X-ray doses, resulting in the
need for statistical image reconstruction methods to minimize image noise.

The conventional disadvantage of dual-energy methods is the increased scan time if two (or more) separate scans are
acquired for each slice. This doubling in scan time can be avoided by methods such as alternating the source energy
spectra between each projection angle [52] or between each slice [53] or conceivably in other arrangements. Special
split detectors have also been proposed [54]. The method described in this paper is based on models that are sufficiently
general to accommodate any such forms of energy diversity.

Prior to the 1990’s, all work on dual-energy X-ray CT used the FBP reconstruction method. In the early 1990’s
there were a few iterative methods published for dual-energy CT reconstruction. Michaelet al. presented an iterative
method to achieve beam-hardening correction and decomposition into basis materials [55]. Markham and Fryar applied
the ART algorithm [56]. Kotzkiet al. applied a conjugate gradient algorithm [38]. These iterative approaches treat the
problem as “finding the solution to a system of equations.” These algebraic approaches can improve the accuracy relative
to FBP methods, but they do not directly address the radiation dose issue. In contrast, instatisticalimage reconstruction
approaches, the problem is posed as finding the images that best fit the measurements according to the (possibly nonlinear)
physical modeland a statistical model. Proper statistical modeling can lead to lower noise images, thereby enabling
reductions in X-ray dose to the patient.

Statistical approaches have been extensively investigated, particularly in the last ten years, formonoenergetictrans-
mission measurements; see [57] for a recent review. The method described in this paper is a novel extension of statistical
image reconstruction approaches from the monoenergetic case to the case of measurements with energy diversity. We de-
scribe a statistical (maximum likelihood or penalized likelihood) method for reconstructing an “attenuation map”µ(~x, E)
from polyenergetic X-ray (or gamma-ray) tomographic measurements.

Recently, Clinthorne and Sukovic have investigated iterative algorithms for dual-energy and triple-energy CT recon-
struction based on a weighted least-squares approach, including object-domain constraints [58–62]. That work assumed
monoenergetic measurements, whereas the proposed method uses a measurement model that accommodates a broad en-
ergy spectrum. Gleasonet al. [63] also hint at the need for ML solutions to the multi-energy problem.

Like most dual-energy reconstruction methods, the proposed method requires some knowledge about the X-ray beam
spectrum [64]. This spectrum can be measured directly [65] or estimated from calibration phantoms [66, 67]. In the
final analysis, rather than requiring the entire spectrum, the algorithm requires only two nonlinear functions that may be
feasible to measure empirically for a given scanner. We conjecture that the method will not exhibit inordinate sensitivity
to imperfections in the source spectrum model. We plan to perform sensitivity analyses using tools such as those in [68].

Section 2 presents the physical model. Section 3 presents the statistical model. The derivation of the algorithm and
reconstruction results will be submitted elsewhere, well before these proceedings finally arrive. In the first author’s view,
these proceedings are unreasonably inaccessible. Visit the first author’s homepage for preprints and reprints. Section 4
discusses future directions.
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2. PHYSICS AND OBJECT MODELS
Let µ(~x, E) denote the object’s linear attenuation coefficient as a function of spatial position~x and photon energyE . The
ideal tomographic imaging system would provide a complete description ofµ for ~x in the entire field of view and for a
wide range of energiesE . In practice, the goal is to reconstruct an estimate ofµ from a finite collection of “line-integral”
measurements. (For simplicity we assume the object is static, and ignore any temporal variations, although it may be
possible to generalize the results to the dynamic case [69].)

2.1. General measurement physical model
We assume the following general physical model for the measurements. We collect transmission tomographic measure-
ments withNs ≥ 1 different incident spectra,e.g., by changing the X-ray source voltage and/or the source filtration.
For each incident spectra, we record tomographic “line integrals” atNd radius-angle pairs,i.e., we form a sinogram
(not necessarily completely sampled). LetYmi denote the measurement for theith ray for themth incident spectrum,
m = 1, . . . , Ns, i = 1, . . . , Nd. For notational simplicity we present the case where the same number of rays are recorded
for each incident spectrum. The method generalizes easily to the case where the number or configuration of rays is dif-
ferent for different incident spectra, which may be useful in practice. We refer to{Ymi}

Nd
i=1 as the measurements for the

“mth incident spectrum.”

We assume that the measurements are random variables with the following ensemble means:

Eµ[Ymi] = ȳmi[µ] ,

∫
Imi(E) exp

(
−

∫
Lmi

µ(~x, E) d`

)
dE + rmi, (1)

where
∫
Lmi
· d` denotes the “line integral” function for theith position andmth energy∗, andImi(E) denotes the product

of the source energy spectrum and the detector gain (for themth incident spectrum), andrmi denotes “known” additive
background contibutions such as room background, dark current, and/or scatter (see discussion). We treat eachImi(E)
andrmi as known and nonnegative. DeterminingImi(E) in practice may require careful calibration procedures [66]. One
usually determinesrmi by some preprocessing steps prior to iterative reconstruction. For example, thermi’s may be
equated to known constants related to the “shifted Poisson” approach based on detector noise models [70–73].

This paper describes methods for reconstructingµ from tomographic measurements with energy diversity under log-
likelihood models based on the general physical model (1). All previously published approaches have been based on
simplifications of (1) or of the associated log-likelihoods, except [80]. We first describe those “conventional” simplifica-
tions, and then proceed to describe the new approach.

2.2. Basis material decomposition (object model)
We have only a finite set of measurements whereasµ is a continuous function of energy and spatial location. Parametric
statistical estimation requires some form of discretization ofµ. For the polyenergetic case, one must parameterize both the
spatial and energy dependencies. To our knowledge, all prior work has considered parameterizations that areseparable
in the spatial and energy (or material density) dimensions. Separable approaches seem simple and natural. For example,
Alvarez and Macovski [10] assume that

µ(~x, E) =
Ne∑
l=1

fl(E)αl(~x), (2)

where eachfl(E) depends only on energy but not on spatial position,αl(~x) is the corresponding coefficient that varies
spatially, andNe is usually 2. Alternatively, Clinthorneet al. [58,60,62] assume that

µ(~x, E) =
Ne∑
l=1

βl(E)ρl(~x), (3)

whereβl(E) denotes the energy-dependent mass-attenuation coefficient of thelth material type (e.g., soft tissue, bone
mineral, contrast agent, etc.), andρl(~x) is the density of that material at spatial location~x. This latter parameterization
∗Typically Lmi will be independent ofm, except in systems such as [52] where alternate projection views have different energy

spectra.
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facilitates enforcing physical constraints such as nonnegativity [58]. Both of the above parameterizations are separable in
space / energy. This separability property is needed for the type of algorithm derived in [10] and [58, 60, 62]. The more
general algorithm derived in this paper does not require separability. We describe a more general parameterization in (9)
below after reviewing conventional approaches.

2.3. Conventional dual-energy approach
Substituting (2) into (1) yields the following simplified model for the measurement means:

ȳmi =

∫
Imi(E) exp

(
−
∑
l

fl(E)

∫
Lmi

αl(~x) d`

)
dE + rmi, m = 1, . . . , Ns.

Ignoring measurement noise, in the usual case whereLmi = Li is independent ofm, one can view this expression for
theith ray as a system ofNs nonlinear equations inNe unknowns, where thelth unknown istli ,

∫
Li
αl(~x) d`, which is

the ith line integral through thelth basis material. IfNs ≥ Ne, then for eachi, one can solve these nonlinear equations
by iterative methods or by polynomial approximation [10] yielding estimatest̂li of the tli’s. Then one can apply either
the conventional filtered back-projection (FBP) or a “conventional” iterative reconstruction algorithm separately to each

sinogram
{
t̂li
}Nd
i=1

to estimate the component imagesαl(~x). The FBP method usually yields unacceptably noisy estimates
of the component images, hampering its acceptance. (Convex combinations of the component images have at best the
same SNR as conventional X-ray CT images [15].) One could apply an iterative reconstruction method instead of FBP to
estimateαl(~x) from thet̂li’s. For example, one could use error propagation methods,e.g., [68], to estimate the covariances
of the t̂li’s and then estimate theαl’s using a weighted least-squares cost function based on those covariances,e.g., [74].
Such an approach would be suboptimal statistically since the nonlinear processing that leads to thet̂li’s obscures their
statistical distribution and seems to limit one to least-squares formulations. (Nevertheless, such approaches may be only
“slightly” suboptimal at moderate dose levels so warrant further consideration.) Instead, we pursue a “preprocessing free”
maximum-likelihood approach here.

2.4. Conventional monoenergetic approximation
Another way to simplify (1) is to assume that each incident spectrum is monoenergetic. That model is realistic for some
radioisotope sources, but is a considerable idealization of X-ray sources. Mathematically, the monoenergetic assumption
is expressed

Imi(E) = Imiδ(E − Em), (4)

whereEm denotes the energy of themth setting,m = 1, . . . , Ns. Under this assumption, the model (1) simplifies to

ȳmi = Imi exp

(
−

∫
Lmi

µ(~x, Em) d`

)
+ rmi. (5)

In this case one can estimate the line integrals`mi ,
∫
Lmi

µ(~x, Em) d` by a simple logarithm:

ˆ̀
mi , log

(
Imi

Ymi − rmi

)
≈

∫
Lmi

µ(~x, Em) d`. (6)

Again, one could apply the FBP method to reconstructµ(~x, Em) from
{
ˆ̀
mi

}Nd
i=1

.

Clinthorne and Sukovic combined (6) with (3) to formulate a penalized weighted least-squares image reconstruction
method for dual-energy and triple-energy tomographic reconstruction [58–62]. Their simulations matched the monoen-
ergetic model (4), so the question of whether a monoenergetic approximation is adequate for iterative dual-energy tomo-
graphic image reconstruction is an open one. The algorithm proposed in this paper will facilitate comparisons between
the full polyenergetic treatment and the simpler monoenergetic approximation.

The case of a single monoenergetic measurement,i.e., Ns = 1 in (4), is the most extensively studied tomographic
reconstruction problem, and numerous non-statistical and statistical methods have been proposed for this case.
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To estimateµ by iterative statistical methods, we must eventually parameterize it. In the single monoenergetic case,
we usually assume

µ(~x, E1) =

Np∑
j=1

bj(~x)µj

for some spatial basis functionsbj(·), such as indicator functions over each pixel’s support. Substituting into (5) yields

ȳ1i[µ] = I1i exp


− Np∑

j=1

aijµj


+ r1i, (7)

where

aij ,

∫
Li

bj(~x) d`. (8)

The model (7) is used in “conventional” statistical methods for transmission image reconstruction,e.g., [57,75–77].

2.5. Beam-hardening correction
Elbakri and Fessler combined (3) with the polyenergetic measurement model (1) in the single scan case (Ns = 1) to
develop a statistical method for X-ray CT image reconstruction with compensation for beam-hardening, assuming that the
image can be segmented into soft-tissue and bone voxels [3]. This same assumption is used in conventional non-statistical
methods for beam-hardening correction [5, 7, 8]. De Manet al. proposed another statistical method for beam-hardening
correction, assuming that all materials in the patient have spectral properties that are linear combinations of two basis
materials [4]. An advantage of energy diversity approaches (Ns > 1) is that they eliminate the need for segmentation and
other approximations that may hinder material characterization.

2.6. Proposed polyenergetic approach
As noted above, most prior work has considered object parameterizations that are separable in the spatial and energy
(or material density) dimensions, as in (2) and (3). In the interest of generality here, we derive our algorithm under the
following very flexible parameterization:

µ(~x, E) =
Kb∑
k=1

χk(~x, E)xk, (9)

whereKb is the number of basis functions andxk is the unknown coefficient of thekth basis function. By taking
Kb sufficiently large and using suitably localizedχk ’s, any functionµ can be approximated to arbitrary accuracy by
(9). Both of the preceding parameterizations (2) and (3) are special cases of (9). For the usual two-material separable
parameterization, we haveKb = 2Np whereNp is the number of voxels. A nonseparable basis may be useful for example
if a certain material component (such as a metal implant) is knowna priori to be present only in certain image locations.
This may be useful even for the bone-mineral component ifa priori segmentation can adequately identify the bone regions.

Using the general parameterization (9), the inner integral in (1) becomes:

∫
Lmi

µ(~x, E) d` =

∫
Lmi

[
Kb∑
k=1

χk(~x, E)xk

]
d` =

Kb∑
k=1

amik(E)xk , [Am(E)x]i

where the coefficient vector isx , (x1, . . . , xKb), and whereAm(E) is aNd ×Kb matrix with elements

[Am(E)]ik = amik(E) ,

∫
Lmi

χk(~x, E) d`,

for i = 1, . . . , Nd, k = 1, . . . ,Kb. Substituting into (1) yields the following discrete-object discrete-data mean model:

ȳmi(x) =

∫
Imi(E)e

−[Am(E)x]i dE + rmi. (10)

In the absence of noise, our goal would be to estimatex from the measurements{Ymi} using the model (10).
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3. STATISTICAL MODEL AND LIKELIHOOD
This section describes our assumptions about the measurement statistics and formulates the log-likelihood.

3.1. Statistical models
If one used photon-counting detectors with modest deadtimes, then it would be reasonable to assume that the measure-
ments are statistically independent Poisson random variables with means (1),i.e.,

Ymi ∼ Poisson{ȳmi[µ]} .

In this case, for a given measurement realizationYmi = ymi, the corresponding negative log-likelihood ofx has the form

−L(x) ≡
Ns∑
m=1

Nd∑
i=1

ȳmi(x)− ymi log ȳmi(x),

where≡ means “equal to within irrelevant constants independent ofx.” This is the model used in most statistical image
reconstruction methods for transmission tomography to date [57] and it is natural for photon-counting detectors such as
those used in PET and SPECT transmission scans.

Although photon-counting X-ray detectors do exist [78], commercial X-ray CT systems use current integrating de-
tectors that yield energy-dependent signals and additional electronic noise variance beyond that due to Poisson counting
variability [79]. To first order, additive electronic noise can be approximated within the Poisson model using thermi terms
in (1) by a simple modification of the “shifted Poisson” approach [70–73]. It is likely that the “exact” likelihood for such
detectors is analytically intractable, so approximations will undoubtably be used in practice. For example, Clinthorne
describes a sophisticated point-process model for X-ray detection and uses its first and second moments [80]. Rather than
postulating and attempting to validate any particular approximate statistical model in this paper, we derive the algorithms
underverygeneral assumptions that will accommodate a wide variety of log-likelihood models and approximations that
might be proposed in the future.

We make the following four assumptions about the measurement statistics.

1. The measurements{Ymi} are statistically independent.

Due to effects like scintillator afterglow and electronics lag, statistical independence may not hold exactly in prac-
tice, but it is likely to be an accurate approximation for most X-ray CT systems. Accounting for whatever statistical
dependencies may be present in real systems would likely be quite challenging.

2. The marginal negative log-likelihood ofYmi has the formψmi(ȳmi(x)) for some scalar functionψmi. For example,
if the measurements have Poisson distributions, then

ψmi(y) = y − ymi log y. (11)

This is perhaps the simplest case, and the easiest one to keep in mind on the first readings, but we allow for much
more generalψmi’s in the derivation.

3. The final two assumptions are more technical and concern the existence of convenient surrogate functions for the
ψmi’s of interest. We believe that all physically plausibleψmi’s will satisfy these quite general assumptions. They
are certainly satisfied for Poisson and Gaussian statistical models, as shown in [75].

For eachψmi, we assume that there exists a corresponding scalar surrogate functionhmi(·, ·) that isconvexon
(0,∞) in its first argument. By surrogate function, we mean a function that satisfies

hmi(y, y) = ψmi(y), ∀y > 0 (12)

hmi(y, z) ≥ ψmi(z), ∀y, z > 0. (13)

These conditions are the key to deriving an iterative algorithm that monotonically decreases the cost function defined
below [75]. For eachz > 0, we also assume thathmi(·, z) is differentiablein its first argument in an open interval
aroundz. This assumption, combined with (12) and (13), ensures the following tangent condition:

ḣmi(z, z) = ψ̇mi(z), ∀z > 0, (14)

whereḣmi(y, z) , ∂
∂y
h(y, z).
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4. Convexity alone may be sufficient for some types of iterative minimization algorithms. However, to enable use of
very simple descent methods we will follow the approach taken in most of our recent work by finding parabolic
surrogates [3,75,81]. The following assumption ensures that the necessary parabola exists, which it certainly does
in the Poisson case among others [75].

For anyx ≥ 0, we assume that the following function

gmi(`,x, E) , hmi
(
bmi(x, E)e

−` + rmi(x, E), ȳmi(x)
)

(15)

has a quadratic surrogate for` ≥ 0, where we define the following functions for later use:

bmi(x, E) , ȳmi(x)/tmi(x, E) (16)

tmi(x, E) , exp(−[Am(E)x]i) + rmi/Imi (17)

Imi ,

∫
Imi(E) dE (18)

rmi(x, E) , bmi(x, E)rmi/Imi. (19)

In other words, we assume that there exists a curvature functioncmi(x, E) such that the following parabola is a
surrogate forgmi:

qmi(`,x, E) , gmi([Am(E)x]i,x, E)

+ ġmi([Am(E)x]i,x, E)(`− [Am(E)x]i) +
1

2
cmi(x, E)(`− [Am(E)x]i)

2, (20)

whereġmi(`,x, E) , ∂
∂`gmi(`,x, E). In assuming thatqmi is a surrogate forgmi, we mean thatcmi is such that

qmi(`,x, E) ≥ gmi(`,x, E), ∀x ≥ 0, ∀` ≥ 0. (21)

The construction (20) provides the following two surrogate properties:

qmi(`,x, E)
∣∣∣
`=[Am(E)x]i

= gmi([Am(E)x]i,x, E)

q̇mi(`,x, E)
∣∣∣
`=[Am(E)x]i

= ġmi([Am(E)x]i,x, E).

3.1.1. Existence of convex surrogates

The existence of a differentiable convex surrogatehmi satisfying (12) and (13) always holds whenψmi is twice differen-
tiable, which it will always be for physically plausible statistical models.

Letψ(y) be any twice differentiable function and define

h(y, z) = ψ(z) + ψ̇(z)(y − z) +

∫ y
z

(y − τ)max
{
ψ̈(τ), ψ̈(a), 0

}
dτ. (22)

This surrogateh is convex and (twice) differentiable and satisfies (12) and (13). The construction (22) may not be the
optimalsurrogate in terms of convergence rate, but it confirms that the third assumption above is unrestrictive.

The curvature of the surrogateh(y, z) ismax
{
ψ̈(z), ψ̈(a), 0

}
. The “0” term ensures convexity ofh, and the first two

terms ensure thath majorizesψ, per (13).

Of course ifψmi is itself convex, such as in the Poisson case, then we simply takehmi(y, ·) = ψmi(y).

3.1.2. Existence of parabola surrogates

To derive a specific algorithm for a particular negative log-likelihoodψmi, one will need to determine thecmi function in
(20) by careful analysis. In the case of Poisson measurements, whereψmi(y) = hmi(y, ·) = y − ymi log y, the optimal
cmi function was shown in [57,75] to be

coptmi (x, E) , copt([Am(E)x]i, ymi, bmi(x, E), rmi(x, E)) , (23)
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where

copt(`, y, b, r) =



[
−2

z(`, y, b, r)

`2

]
+

, ` > 0

[−g̈(`, y, b, r)]+ , ` = 0,
(24)

where

z(`, y, b, r) , g(0, y, b, r)− g(`, y, b, r) + ġ(`, y, b, r)`

g(`, y, b, r) = (be−` + r) − y log(be−` + r) (25)

ġ(`, y, b, r) =
∂

∂`
g =

[
1−

y

be−` + r

]
(−1)be−` (26)

g̈(`, y, b, r) =
∂2

∂`2
g =

[
1−

yr

(be−` + r)2

]
be−`. (27)

By “optimal,” we mean the choice the leads to the fastest convergence [57,75].
It was also shown in [75, Theorem 1] that the curvature choice (24) is optimal not only for Poisson measurements, but

also for a fairly broad family of negative log-likelihoods.
Alternatively, if gmi has bounded curvature, then one could use the upper bound on that curvature as the choice

for cmi. This approach was called “maximum curvature” in [75]. It is the simplest choice, but is suboptimal in terms
of convergence rate. To summarize, assuming existence of parabola surrogates should not unduly restrict the class of
statistical models.

3.2. Likelihood formulation
Under the above assumptions, including statistical independence of the transmission measurements, the negative log-
likelihood corresponding to the above physical model has the form

−L(x) ≡ Ψ(x) ,
Ns∑
m=1

Nd∑
i=1

ψmi(ȳmi(x)) (28)

for some scalar functionsψmi that depend on the selected statistical model. Our goal is to estimate the coefficient vector
x from the measurements{Ymi} by maximizing the log-likelihood or equivalently by finding a minimizer of the cost
functionΨ (or a regularized version thereof):

x̂ML , argmin
x
Ψ(x) .

Optimization is restricted to the valid parameter space (i.e., including nonnegativity constraints etc.). Ignoring any con-
straints, in principle one could find a minimizer by zeroing the following partial derivatives of the cost function:

∂

∂xk
Ψ(x) =

Ns∑
m=1

Nd∑
i=1

ψ̇mi(ȳmi(x))
∂

∂xk
ȳmi(x)

=

Ns∑
m=1

Nd∑
i=1

ψ̇mi(ȳmi(x)) · (−1)

∫
Imi(E)amik(E)e

−[Am(E)x]i dE , (29)

whereψ̇mi(y) , d
dy
ψmi(y). In general there is no closed form solution to the set ofKb equations (29), so iterative

algorithms are required.
Although many algorithms have been proposed [57] for the monoenergetic problem (7), none of those previously

proposed algorithms is suitable for minimizing the cost functionΨ(x) in the polyenergetic case. The greatest difficulty
is the integral over energy in (10). Substituting a summation for this integral does not significantly simplify the problem.
Further difficulties arise due to the nonlinearity of Beer’s law in (1), and due to the nonquadratic form of typical choices
for ψmi (cf. (11)). Elsewhere we apply optimization transfer principles to derive an iterative algorithm that monotonically
decreases the cost function each iteration. It should converge to a local minimizer, and should converge to the global
minimizer if the cost function is unimodal. (The cost function is convex is in the monoenergetic case under the Poison
model if ther1i’s are zero.) Global convergence needs further examination. Many variations on this basic algorithm are
possible,cf. [75].
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4. DISCUSSION
This paper has described a statistical formulation for reconstructing dual-energy X-ray CT images. The method is applica-
ble to related tomographic imaging problems having energy diversity. The method can accommodate a very wide variety
of statistical models and is likely to be sufficiently general to cover all useful choices since the mathematical assumptions
onψmi in Section 3.1 are quite flexible. Identifying suitable models remains an important problem.

For simplicity, we have used an approximate physical model that ignores the nonlinearity caused by the exponential
edge-gradient effect [82, 83]. Using optimization transfer methods similar to those used here, one could extend the
algorithm derivation to account for this effect. Other blurring effects like detector after-glow, finite X-ray focal spot size,
flying focal spot, detector response, could also be included.

The algorithm derivation itself is quite similar to that used for transmission tomography with overlapping beams [81].
Here the “overlap” is spectral rather than spatial.

Using a dual-energy approach eliminates the need for beam-hardening corrections, and the use of statistical methods
should also reduce metal artifacts [84].
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